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Abstract. The solution for a nonlinear differential equation considered in [l] is obtained more 
simply and easily using the Adomian decomposition method with added advantage that de- 
composition can be generalized to a broad class of differential and partid differential equations. 
In JCAM 24 (1988) 399-402, Balachandran, Thandapani, and Balasubramian determine 
the solution of the nonlinear differential equation 5 + o”‘z2 = p”‘~“‘+~ for m 1 1, z(O) = 
A, z’(0) = 0 using an approximation by Shedfar and Sadeghi [l] which in turn resolved 
a difficulty in a paper by Peters and Usher [2,3] for the equation i: + w2x = -crt2. We 
show briefly that the correct results are obtained for both equations immediately by the 
decomposition method of Adomian [4,5] confirming the results of the authors above in a 
simpler and more straightforward way as well as demonstrating a general procedure for 
nonlinear problems which solves a large class of nonlinear equations. 
For 2 + w2x = -oz2, x(0) = A, x’(0) = 0 by decomposition we write 
Lx = --W2x - C-xx2 
where L = d2/dt2, apply the inverse L-’ a two-fold integration, to write 
x = A + Bt - w2L-‘x - aL-‘x2. 
Using Adomian decomposition, on which there is now considerable published work, we 
let x = C~._,z,, with z 0 = A + Bt = A (because of the given conditions). Also let 
x2 = C,“=c A,,. We now have 
00 a3 
x = to - w2L-’ c &I - CYL-’ A,, c 
n=O n=O 
where the A, are Adomian polynomials [4] developed specifically for x2 according to rules 
given in [4]. Now 
x0 =A 
Xl = -w2L-‘z. - aL-‘A0 
= -u2At2/2 - (rA2t2/2 
If A = -w2/cr then 
= -w2L-‘A - &-‘A2 
X0 = -w2/a 
Xl = 0 
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and all following components Cr!c t, vanish. Hence 2 = -w*/o which satisfies the differ- 
ential equation. 
Now consider the case analyzed by Balachandran, Thandapani, and Balasubramian 
Lx + Omx* = pmp+* 
where Lz = Z. Using decomposition again, x0 = A+ Bt = A because of the given conditions 
z(0) = A, t’(O) = 0 and 
t= -#“L-l gAn{z*j +&L-l gA,{xm+*J 
n-0 n=O 
(The notation A,{z*} means the A,, polynomials for z*.) Now 
Xl = -&“L-lx; + p”‘L+$‘+* = (-amA + ~“A”‘+*)t*/2 
if A = a//3. 
Xl = [-(a”+*)/p* + (cP+*)/p*] *P/2 = 0 
and the following components also vanish so that 
2 = a/p. 
The result is the same as obtained in the referenced paper. The advantage of our approach 
using Adomian decomposition is a simple rapid solution and considerable generalizability 
to accurate solutions in a wide class of nonlinear differential and partial differential equa- 
tions [4,5] without linearization, perturbation, etc. Since the latter techniques change the 
problem being solved, the so-called exact solutions then obtained are often less realistic than 
those from decomposition. 
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